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Abstract

Gregory Bateson is famous for his description of the “double bind” that occurs when human 
(and animal) communication interaction becomes dysfunctional. His principal example is the 
“nip versus bite” opposition that he observed when a human and a dog (or two monkies) “play” 
(nip) and then play turns to “work” (bite).The model is a semiotic failure by not accounting 
for negation, i.e., “labor” (not-nip) and “leisure” (not-bite). Thus, if there is a double bind, 
there must be a foundational apposition condition of single-bind (functional communication) 
in the system, i.e., the possibility of an actual choice, which logically entails a not-choice 
[potential “new” choice]. The play/work versus leisure/labor distinction by combination goes 
back at least to Plato, and in modernity to Ernst Cassirer and Karl Bühler, but has its most 
strategic communicological development in Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s tropic logic thesis on 
Chiasm. The thesis is better known through its application by Roman Jakobson and Claude 
Lévi-Strauss as a tropic logic of metaphor (attribute—substance quality) and metonymy 
(part—whole quantity). My analysis illustrates the tropic logic by contrasting a fundamental 
metaphysical thesis that Being/Having (Play—Work) and Becoming/Doing (Leisure—Labor) 
must be phenomenological (tropic) as a basis for Semiotics (logic). Thus in Communicology, 
Play is a “pretend reality” of actual agency, and, Playing is a “pretended action in Play” of 
symbolic agency.
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1. Playing with Neurosis and Psychosis: Notions of Saying and Doing, Being 
and Becoming

Gregory Bateson, like Charles Peirce, is fond of using simple English words for 
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complex ideas, not to mention abduction in place of deduction, nor semiotics in place of 
phenomenology. So it is with considerable caution that we approach Bateson’s notion of 
play, both a regulative attribute of Creativity, and, constitutive attribute of Disfunction. 
This caution is easily over-looked as you just did when I just used the word “notion”. 
You see, notion is a technical term that we inherit from Immanuel Kant and it is anything 
but a vague idea! A notion is Kant’s category for the structure or form of a pure concept 
of reason (choice making judgment) that is given a priori in consciousness (Lanigan, in 
press). Let me say it clearly: A notion is a rule that you know before you experience it 
as a result. Contrary to modern views of scientism, a rule is not a cause and a result is 
not an effect. This to say, we cannot confuse conscious expression (Rule  Result) with 
experience perception (Cause  Effect).

Before we go on too far with what you now suspect is my “lying” discourse, let me 
recall for you that the communicologist Anthony Wilden (1987; see 1972) wrote a book 
about this Kantian rule idea which he titled with his primary thesis, namely, “The Rules 
Are No Game”. I needed to have these ideas in place for you before we move on to the 
topic of the day: Gregory Bateson’s Notion of Play (Bateson, 1972, 1979, 1991; see 
Harries-Jones, 1995, 2003).

Let me engage you in a conversation, as Bateson would, with a metalogue narrative 
among one Parent and two children, a Son and a Sister. Let’s make them existentially 
coequal as 7 year old (developmental age of reason) twins (the logic of twins is a special 
communication case that I am not invoking, see Klein, 2017). 

Communication Story: Parent is busy doing something in the house when Son enters 
the room and asks: “Parent, can I go outside to play”? Parent says, “Yes, but play with your 
Sister”. In this rule/result context, Son now has a rule problem (Kant calls it an apodeictic 
choice in transcendental logic; see Lanigan, 2017). Son must make a choice among several 
contingent, and therefore problematic, concepts for his own thematic definition of “new 
rule”. In his usual and normal way, Son must abduce (find a hypothesis for) the meaning of 
“Parent’s Rule” [an example of Parent dissonance]. So, Son begins to think about possible 
results, in order to select a new rule [an example of Son affordance]. Bateson calls this a 
“research” process which is also called the “natural history approach” (qualitative method) 
where logic governs description (Leeds-Hurwitz, 2005). So, Son has a few notions:

(Notion 1)  Rule  =  “Son can go outside and do whatever he wants, if Sister is there” 
[*Deduction];
(Notion 2)  Rule  =  “When Sister and Son are outside, we have to do something together” 
[*Induction]; 
(Notion 3)  Rule  =  “Son does not get to go outside alone” [*Abduction];
(Notion 4)  Rule  =  “Son has to pretend to go outside and do something with Sister” 
[*Adduction].
[*Logic definitions using Charles s. Peirce’s terms “Rue / Result / Case” are given in the 
Appendix 1.]

Communicology Chiasm: The Play of Tropic Logic in Bateson and Jakobson
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As a well informed human being (Fig. 1), you now recognize that both you and Son 
have completed Aristotle’s Logic Square viewed as a Semiotic Square (the contingency 
structure of the possible rules) and the obvious Son choice of definition is Notion 4—
the pretend rule which affords the new symbolic reality (Rucińska, 2017). Son goes 
outside and gets to play (alone without Sister). Because Son now has the notion of play, 
he can pretend that Sister is there, which is after all only fulfilling Parent’s constitutive 
rule (which is not his regulative rule) that defines Parent’s notion of game, i.e., Work! 
After all, work is Parent’s context for making choices here. How is this possible? Son 
explains, the (his) regulative Rules Are No Game [Game = Work]. The rules [messages] 
are a code [meta = messages] to be used to regulate Son’s context for choices [No Game 
= Leisure]. Here, I am using Ernst Cassirer’s communication model of symbolic forms 
(Lanigan, 2017, 2018; see Pattee, 2012), and, utilizing the Peircian logic wherein Play is 
Abduction (a hypothesis of particular probability a posteriori) and Playing is Adduction 
(a hypothesis of universal probability a priori); for definitions see Appendix 2; a detailed 
explication of the logic terms (capta, data, acta) used by Peirce is Lanigan (1997, p. 105).

Continuing our narrative story, Parent looks outside, but sees no Sister. Parent angrily 
yells at Son, “What kind of game are you playing?” Son says, “A Game of Pretend! 
I’m pretending Sister is here.” This is Proto-Learning: Choice to change Context, 
which creates a single bind or behavioral constitutive rule (What children see Parents 
do = Context-1). When Parents punishes Son for his choice, Son is confused by a new 
purported single-bind rule (What children hear Parents say = Context-2). But Son is 
only confused once, if he learns that he, not Parent, still gets to choose! This is Deutero-
Learning as Creativity: Choice of Context-3 for Binary Choice (What human thinkers 
both do and say). Bateson calls this “play” or a feigned-game of “learning how to learn”, 
i.e., communication as social interaction. When and where this communication fails (trito-
learning), the interaction causes dissonance by a dilemma of choice called double-bind 
(Bateson, 1972, p. 271) or mental regulative rule [Paradox context-of-choice: Either 
Context-1 Or Context-2]. When the communication succeeds [as it does for Son], the 
interaction causes affordance by recalling the choice-not-made in porto-learning, thus 
creating the typology context for a new choice (tetrato-learning). Thus, Bateson (1979, pp. 
79, 133; see Visser, 2003) discovers that the stages of learning are precisely C. S, Peirce’s 
logic of abduction/adduction. As Peirce (2.446; my bold emphasis) summarizes: “To say 
that an argument is valid is to say that it is as truthful as it pretends to be. It is essential to 
reasoning, as already stated, that it should be accompanied by the reflection that it belongs 
to a class of reasonings, few or none of which lead from truth to falsity. All reasoning, 
therefore, makes a pretension; and if that pretension is true, the reasoning is valid.”
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Figure 1. Gregory Bateson’s Neurosis / Psychosis Model of Interaction Choice

So where does the contingency come from, where is the double bind? It is a pragmatic 
communication problem in which the semiotic issue is the use of rules [Codes], but not 
the rules per se [Messages]. Any philosopher will explain to you that there are two kinds 
of rules: (1) Regulative Rules that define a Choice (the process dynamic of “gaming”) or 
what Son is doing (Creating; Pretending); and, (2) Constitutive Rules that define a Context 
(a game state) or what Parent is perceiving (Son “Playing” is Lying = Not Playing). For 
all concerned, including us, the double-bind is that Play is Pretend: We all say “Rules are 
Rules, except when they are not—which is gaming the system!” Hence, Umberto Eco’s 
(1976) theorem: “Thus semiotics is in principle the discipline studying everything which 
can be used in order to lie. If something cannot be used to tell a lie, conversely it cannot 
be used to tell the truth: it cannot in fact be used ‘to tell’ at all.” And, it is Michel Foucault 
who adapts the theorem as the phenomenological chiasm expressed by the aphorism: “I 
Lie, I Speak” (Lanigan, 1992, pp. 170-177). We are immediately reminded that the tropic 
logic of rhetoric invokes issues of morality (Self Choice) and ethics (Other’s Choice). In 
short, the values of our Token Case (which is Fig. 1) are based on a system of Tone Rules 
which form the Apperception Typology (i.e., cultural preference), Fig. 2 illustrates the 
usual valence logic of Western cultural systems (Foucault’s “episteme”). When the valence 
system is applied to interpersonal communication (Figs. 3 and 4), the hierarchy of choices 
constitutes the chiasm logic that is foundation to Bateson’s (1972, p. 177; 1976) notion of 
play / playing. In French semiotic phenomenology, the hierarchy is known as the aphorism 
le même et l’autre which must be translated into English as the quadratic ratio: Self : Other  
: :  Same : Different.

Communicology Chiasm: The Play of Tropic Logic in Bateson and Jakobson
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Figure 2. Valence typologies of choice making in a chiasm

Figure 3. Chiasm logic as le même et l’autre

Richard L. Lanigan
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Figs. 3 and 4 summarize the historical modification of Aristotle during the Middle Ages 
by the Scholastic philosophers; Peirce assumes this model in his semiotics. The principal 
point of concern is the organization of the hierarchy of contexts which is fundamental to 
Bateson understanding of communication. The hierarchy is simply a series of controlling 
contexts: Langage (Context-1) constrains Langue (Context-2), which constrains Discours 
(Context-3) that constrains Parole (Context-4); these will become Bateson’s four levels 
of learning from interaction communication. The dynamics of communication are 
modernized by Roman Jakobson (Figs. 5 and 6) in terms of a logic of trope types that 
govern (rules) the tokens of meaning that can be generated as tones in context (results).
This analysis is confirmed by Henri Lefebvre (2014, pp.432-433) who respectively 
defines contextual play levels as (1) Spontaneous, (2) Games with Rules, and (3) Games 
with Tactics; (4) Strategy applies to all three levels.

Figure 4. Chiasm contextualized as the trivium (logic, rhetoric, grammar)

2. The Tropic Logic of Chiasm

At this point, we are ready to engage the problematic of the communication interaction 
possibilities of Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4 which are more complex than the initial list of four 
Notions, with which we began. Fig. 5, 6, and 7 present a synopsis of the Greimas Semiotic 
Square incorporating synergistic transformations of Roman Jakobson’s phenomenology 
of foundation (from Edmund Husserl), and, C. S. Peirce’s sign categories (three types), 
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all of which historically derive from the Aristotelian ontology of categories (four types 
of causality) and applied logics (Hampden-Turner, 1981, pp. 148, 174) illustrated in 
Appendix 1.

Figure 5. The Semiotic Square: Conscious rules derived from resulting experience

Richard L. Lanigan
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Figure 6. The Semiotic Square: Jakobson’s Tropic Logic of Marked / Unmarked Terms

Figure 7. The Semiotic Square: Peirce, Greimas, and Jakobson

Communicology Chiasm: The Play of Tropic Logic in Bateson and Jakobson
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3. Bateson’s Method and the Structure of Learning

Bateson came to his conclusion that Play/Playing was a learned activity with levels of 
development (1) that could lead to new insights of positive agency and (2) that agent 
choice could also go badly wrong. In order to understand the system complexity of these 
choice possibilities as we have discussed them thus far, we need (1) to review Bateson 
methodological approach to research and (2) the stages of learning he subsequently 
discovers as they relate to communicative behavior.

3.1 “Natural history” methodology: A semiotic phenomenology
Bateson (1972, p. 76) provides an explicit methodological program which correlates with 
the standard phenological method of Description, Reduction, and Interpretation (Lanigan, 
1988, 1992, 2012, 2013, 2015a, b). I interpolate the appropriate aspects of the “nip” and 
“bite” description (Play) within the logic rules of the semiotic system. Bateson offers a 
four step method that accords with his four level learning process that we will take up 
momentarily. Bateson also separates the four steps into three parts, i.e., three hierarchical 
levels of analysis and resulting synthesis. As suggested in Fig. 3, a fundamental principle 
of logical semiotics is that triads have a “mirror” function where a forth (“reflected”) 
part makes the quadratic; this fourth part becomes the transition point between hierarchy 
levels. This is visually apparent if you look at any chart of Peirce’s 64 sign types. Here is 
a summary of Bateson’s methodology:

I. DESCRIPTION  { Phenomenological Description }
Step 1:  Description of a Behavioral Environment (culture habit system) of at least two or 

three Individuals (or Groups of individuals).
1.1 Play is Intentionality (Consciousness of — — —)
1.2 Consciousness of Standing Outside the System (Map), IS, Choosing a Sign-

System (Territory).
Step 2:  Description of the Process of Interaction.

2.1  Description Contains Information, but 
2.2  No Logic and No Explanation (= No Communication)

II. TAUTOLOGY  { Phenomenological Reduction }
Step 3:  Classification as “Linking” Typology of Process of Interaction.

3.1 Self Awareness of Self, IS, Self Awareness of Other.
{Husserl: Subjectivity  Is  Intersubjectivity}

3.2 Self is Logical Mediation of Inference.
{Wiener: Habit Grounds Logic}

3.3 Inference contains No Information, but Maps only Information and Explanation.

III. EXPLANATION  { Phenomenological Interpretation }

Richard L. Lanigan
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Step 4:  Interpretation  (Schismogenisis) “Any Difference that Makes a Difference”: 
Embodied Learning Differentiation of Different Norms of Response Behavior 
Resulting from Self interaction with the Other. 

4.1 Abductive Differentiation of “Symmetrical”. Positive Comparison  of equal 
interaction process [Substance/Attribute equality of  Both  A  And  B ]; 

Example: Play = “Tail Wag—Nip” (a Metaphor exchange interaction of Attribute for 
Substance exchange—Nip {soft bite} signals a Substance Game of “pretend” 
[Nonce Type]). Semiotic AMBIGUITY as Affordance for CREATIVITY.

4.2 Abductive Differentiation of “Complementary”. Negative Contrast of unequal 
interaction process [Whole/Part equity of  Either  A  Or  B ]; 

Example: Play = “Bark—Bite” (a Metonymy exchange interaction of Part for Whole 
exchange—Bite {part} signals a [Whole] NEW Game of “no pretend” [Type]—
initiated by the Other’s action!). 
Semiotic PARADOX as Dissonance for DOUBLE BIND.

3.2 The structure of learning stages
Once again, Bateson (1972, p. 293) gives a simple, clear exposition of learning stages 
and his descriptive definitions for each stage. I quote him directly with several bracketed 
inserts to coordinate with my analysis of the Chiasm logic previously discussed. Bullet 
numbering ◉ coordinates with Figs. 9 and 10.

“We recapitulate and extend the definitions so far given:
◉ Zero Learning is characterized by specificity of response, which—right or wrong—is not 
subject to correction.
➊ Learning I  [Proto-]  is change to specificity of response by correction of errors of choice 
within a set of alternatives.
➋ Learning II  [Deutero-]  is change to the process of Learning I, e.g., [Both] a corrective 
change in the set of alternatives from which choice is made, or (sic) [And] it is a change to 
how the sequence of experience is punctuated. [set and sequence = Chiasm]
➌ Learning III  [Trito-]  is change to the process of Learning II, e.g., a corrective change 
in the system of sets of alternatives from which choice is made. (We shall see later that to 
demand this level of performance of some men and mammals is sometimes pathogenic.)
➍ Learning IV  [Tetrato-]  would be change in Learning III, but probably does not occur in 
any adult living organism on this earth. Evolutionary process has, however, created organisms 
whose ontogeny brings them to Level III. This combination of phylogenesis with ontogenesis, 
in fact, achieves level IV.”  [My bracket inserts]

For Ernst Cassirer (Lanigan, 2017), combined with Fig. 1, the respective Learning 
correlations to Bateson are (I) Work: Having = Cassirer’s “Structure” displayed in langue, 
(II) Labor: Doing = “Work” displayed in langage, (III) Leisure: Becoming = “Act” 
displayed in discours, and (IV) Play: Being = “Action” displayed in parole. All of this 
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is precisely the basis for Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s thesis about the authentic existential 
creativity of parole parlante [speaking speech] (Lanigan, 1988, 1992).

Note that I have inserted (sic) in Learning II above, because Gregory Bateson early on 
makes a mistake in Bertrand Russell’s logic. He assumes the operation of “difference” as 
disjunctive [Either, Or opposition: unilateral choice], when in fact it is conjunctive [Both, 
And apposition: bilateral choice]. The mistake is due to his use of Bertrand Russel’s 
“theory of types” and subsequent “theory of descriptions” (Lanigan, 1972, pp. 60-65) 
which is an early version of Information Theory. This was the beginning of a confluence 
of Bateson with Norbert Wiener.

As the son of the famous geneticist, William Bateson, it was natural for Gregory to 
earn his bachelor’s degree in Biology (1925) at Cambridge University. As a Fellow at 
Cambridge (1931-1937), he attended Russell’s courses. When Bateson interacted later 
on with Norbert Wiener at the Macy Conferences in New York (Bateson & Mead, 1999-
2009), he discovered this “theory of descriptions” error was corrected by Wiener’s 
understanding of Communication Theory (Lanigan, 2013). 

Thus, there is an additional point of history to note here. During 1914-1915, Norbert 
Wiener (1948, 1950, 1953) had a postdoctoral grant to study in Europe. He first studied 
with Bertrand Russel for two courses, one on “sense data” and the other a seminar on 
Principia Mathematica. At that time, Wiener already opposed Russell’s theory arguing 
that it did not account for the human “observer”. He in fact argued, “It appeared to me that 
any attempt to form a complete logic had to fall back on unstated but real human habits 
of manipulation” (1953, pp. 191-192). To Russell’s dismay, Wiener published this view in 
the Journal of Philosophy, Psychiatry and Scientific Method (1915, p. 570), saying: “The 
life of every branch of mathematics lies in a habit.” Russell disagreed and, further more, 
disapproved of the journal in which it was said! Of course, the concept of habit in logic is 
a central theme of Pragmaticism for Dewey, Peirce, and Royce (Wiener’s doctoral adviser 
at Harvard University).

Yet, with Russell’s personal recommendation and facilitation, Wiener then travels 
to Göttigen University and attends Edmund Husserl’s seminars on Kant and on 
Phenomenology as Method (1953, pp. 209-210). So it is in this Norbert Wiener influence 
(Heims, 1993, pp. 127, 219) as a phenomenological context that we understand why 
Jürgen Ruesch and Gregory Bateson (1951, p. 275) developed the Observer Model 
of Communication (Lanigan, 2013) wherein “information theory” [entropy] and 
“communication theory” [neg-entropy] are functionally synonymous [at different logical 
levels] for human beings [as observers]. Thus, “Wiener has argued that these two concepts 
[information and communication] are synonymous; and this statement in the opinion of 
the writers marks the greatest single shift in human thinking since the days of Plato and 
Aristotle, because it unites the natural and social sciences and finally resolves the problems 
of teleology and the body-mind dichotomy which Occidental thought has inherited from 
classical Athens” (1951, p. 177; for verification of the mathematical models, see Ashby, 
1956, pp. 177-180). The key point here is that “function” in a closed system (machine) is 
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choice-subtractive (“Paradox”) for Claude Shannon, while “function” in an open system 
(human observer) is choice-additive (“Ambiguity”) for Norbert Wiener: Habits can change!

As Holenstein (1974, pp. 122-123) notes, like Wiener, Jakobson knew that the 
“Opposition is a binary relation in which one term ‘univocally, reversibly, and necessarily’ 
calls for another. Light evokes another specific term, dark. The evocation is reversible. 
Dark calls for light as well. The evocation is indispensable. Light cannot be thought 
without dark. This condition is fulfilled by two kinds of differences: contradictory 
and contrary.” The example is a linguistic proof of Bateson “difference that makes a 
difference” and, in logic, is the abduction evoked by apposition. Bateson had assumed 
incorrectly like Russel that the opposition was by linear deduction. 

A summary way of expressing the appropriate conclusion is to say: (1) Change 
(Creativity) is defined as a Choice-of-Context [Transformation = Rule that evokes 
affordance], and, (2) change always precedes Stasis defined as a Context-of-Choice 
[Formation = Result that evokes dissonance]. When a Result becomes the Rule, 
dissonance emerges (“entropic noise” in Information Theory, i.e., not learning); as 
Bateson notes, correction as a new Rule affords a creative Result (“neg-entropic coding” 
in Communication Theory, i.e., learning). 

In addition, we should also note that Learning IV is not so mysterious and 
unachievable as Bateson surmised. It is, in fact, commonly attained by humans who have 
developed Roman Jakobson’s “inter-semiotic translation” ability, i.e., the capacity to shift 
symbolic forms (Holenstein, 1974, pp. 98, 159; Lanigan, 2017, 2018; for applications 
in biology/biosemiotics, see Pattee, 2012). Common place “inter-semiotic translation” 
examples of this symbolic capacity are being bilingual or knowing algebra (respectively, 
a shift between symbol systems: language-to-language, or, numbers-to-letters, etc.). 
Finally, it may be helpful to further understand the phenomenology of learning by 
reference to the standard scale of pedagogic assessment used in most Western countries 
(Fig. 8, based on Dreyfus, 2001, pp. 25-48).

Figure 8. Traditional learning stages in pedagogy and evaluation
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Figure 9. Bateson’s Playing / Play Model of cross-over interaction (curvilinear apposition projection)

Richard L. Lanigan
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Figure 10. Bateson’s Playing / Play Model of cross-over interaction (linear semiotic projection)

Figure 11. Bateson’s Playing / Play Model of cross-over transaction (transformation projection)

Communicology Chiasm: The Play of Tropic Logic in Bateson and Jakobson
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4. Leisure to Play with Moral Values; Labor to Work with Ethical Values

At this juncture in the analysis, we can proceed to combine the logic at work with 
interaction behaviors. What results is a semiotic understanding of the phenomenology of 
human communication. It is the complex interaction environment in which the organism 
adapts to a shift in Umwelt, that surrounding environment in which evaluative decisions 
are made with moral and ethical consequences. It is existentially the creation of rules to 
accommodate results, a great human contest (agon) between affordance for change and 
dissonance for stasis. 

First, we need to be clear about distinguishing single from double binds on decisive 
behavior. Recall the definition of a value which for Bateson and Ruesch are “actions 
displaying a choice”: “A value conveys not only information about the choice made, 
but also relays information about the things that could have been but were not chosen.” 
“Preference always refers to an organism’s reaction to two or more possibilities which 
have been perceived.” “Value” is a “statement of preference.” (Ruesch & Bateson, 1951, 
pp. 34, 45; see Ruesch, Kees, & Bateson, 1972; Ruesch, 1975). The paradigm logic model 
here is the Greimas Square (see Fig. 5). Also, this condition of appositional information 
in time is the defining attribute that is missing in all animals and machines considered as 
complex semiotic systems.

4.1 The contingency of single binds (ambiguity) and double binds (paradox / creativity)
The easiest approach to understanding communication “binds” or conditions of 
dissonance is to construct propositional rules for evaluation that name a disposition 
(hexis) for decision making and subsequent action (habitus). To coordinate with Fig. 1, 
the value names I use are the polar appositions of (1) Leisure and Labor, and (2), Play and 
Work.

Let us begin with the normative rule for single binds, i.e., moments in everyday life 
where you make a decision. Such choices are made easily, but the surprise is that we 
remember each choice (rule) as belonging to the “good” (light side) if the result was 
positive (affordance of more like choices). Yet, when the result is “bad” (dark side), we 
experience doubt and wonder about the alternative choices (dissonance to avoid such a 
choice again). So, we come to the single bind rule: Understand what choice is. Yet, the 
double bind rule is evoked: Recognize what can be new. The favorite tool here is a mirror; 
but, remember “reality” is which one of the two views you choose: the actual you see or 
the ideal you do not see!

For ease of reference in the following definitions, the Chiasm designators are given 
in bold:  a, b, A, B. Just a word of caution here. By chance, if you get into the business 
of comparing Fig. 9 with Fig.1, you must be prepared for the coming chiasm (cross-over 
reversal; “mirroring mirror”) by first reading the definition of “Play” in the legend to Fig. 
9, as it explains the affordance of the new rules based on old rules used (Bateson names 
it the “mirror effect”; as a simple illustration, see arrows in Fig. 10) which is Husserl’s 
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“foundedness” [Fundierung] doctrine of reflectivity, reflexively, and reversibility of 
implication in phenomenological logic used by Jakobson (Holenstein, 1974, pp. 36, 111-
112). If you do not read the definition, things will seem “backward” or otherwise confused 
as between Fig. 1 and Figs. 9, 10. The basic definitions for Bateson’s Single Bind and 
Double Bind constrain the system of four possible value choices: Leisure / Labor / Play / 
Work.

SINGLE  BIND: Make Up Your Mind!
The Regulative Rules are no Game (Embodied Nature):

I.  Leisure is Present Affirmation (Becoming)   a = Voice  (present consequent)  Elements
[Proto-Learning:  Understand a Process Change in Context]

Fig. 9  Emblem Example:
Leisure  =  NOT BARK    NOT-BITE = Freedom of Self Activity  TIME GIVEN

II.  Labor is Absent Negation (Doing)   b = Nameless  (absent consequent)  Context
[Deutero-Learning:  Understand a Process Change to Binary Choice]

Fig. 9  Emblem Example:
Labor  =  BARK    BITE = Engage specific effort / skilled activity 

(= Regulative Rules)  SPACE TAKEN

DOUBLE  BIND: Change Your Mind?
The Constitutive Rules are a Game (Embodied Culture):

III.  Play is Present Affirmation (Being)   A = Voiceless  (present antecedent)  Elements
[Trito-Learning:  Understand a Process Change to Digital Context]

Fig. 9  Emblem Example:
Play = TAIL  WAG    NIP = Engage in a game 

(= Constitutive Rules)  SPACE GIVEN
[behave in a specified way; enhance the effectiveness of another]

IV.  Work is Absent Negation (Having)   B = Name  (absent antecedent)  Context
[Tetrato-Learning:  Understand a Process Change to Binary Analogue Choice]

Fig. 9  Emblem Example:
Work = NOT  TAIL  WAG    NOT-NIP = Expend general effort / unskilled activity  TIME 
TAKEN

4.2 Contingencies of moral ambiguity (sanity) and ethical paradox (insanity)
Given the rules just discussed for single and double binds, we can now get to the heart 
of the matter about value choices. We are concerned to see how value choices as named 
categories of behavior become “good” / “normal” for us as creativity (solutions for 
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problems), anxiety neurosis (answers for questions that appear to have no solution), or, 
become “bad” / “abnormal” for us as psychosis (adopting contradictory answers as the 
impossibility of solution). Of course, time is a factor since the good and the bad can be 
short or long term normal or abnormal. Simply put, most people fall into the category of 
neurosis for much of their normal everyday life coping in the world of other people. Most 
of us feel we can manage Sartre’s dictum that “Hell is other people!”.

On occasion (especially at “life crisis” points), learning occurs that allows the person 
to move up one of the four Bateson levels or up a stage or two on the learning scale in Fig. 
8. This event will be experienced as just that next level of “creativity” accomplished and a 
clear view of the next goal; all students experience this when they make learning “progress” 
at school. In other situations, where individuals and groups experience dysfunctional 
interaction communication, psychosis results from the paradoxical rules of dissonance 
which cannot be managed, much less, resolved. Indeed, psychopathology is the approach 
to managing this dysfunction problematic in human comportment (Fuchs, 2013, 2018a, 
b; Durt, 2017). While psychotherapy is not our goal here, we can demonstrate how 
function and dysfunction occur in the dynamics of such interpersonal communication. 
Our conscious (hexis) experience (habitus) of such communication allows us to interpret 
ourselves and others with appropriate and reasonable reciprocity. We do learn from 
ourselves and others, but we also need to be able to assess failure and learn from it. In this 
sense, life is about rules and results.

To get at the communicological dynamics involved in such complex behavior leading 
to comportment, we need a simple sentence prototype of a common value interpersonal 
message, i.e., an Addresser utterance perceived by an Addressee. But, because we are 
concerned with the interpretation of a positive response compared to a negative response 
(or vice versa), we need to deconstruct the underlying Chiasm structure. It is the only way 
we can interpret what “cross-over” and “mirror” coding is taking place in the expression 
and perception on both sides (expression and perception) of the message. The examples 
suggest why and how we cope with Ambiguity, i.e., why it is normal to be neurotic while 
we learn, yet why and how the ambiguity can shift to Paradox where it is abnormal to 
behave otherwise leading to psychosis wherein the person can neither correct the message 
nor escape the perceived code.

For most people in their everyday life of communication, there is a simple rule of 
moral preference for interaction whereby a chiasmatic structure rule of messages coding 
is at work. In the sections that follow, it will be helpful to consult Fig. 9 for the coding 
of the Bateson Nip / Bite example observed by him originally in dog and monkey 
behavior (Wheeler, 2006, p. 122). Likewise, Fig. 1 is useful for visualizing the dynamic 
possibilities for the quadratics of value choice [Labor / Leisure / Work / Play] and habitual 
action respectively (Doing / Becoming / Having / Being). In the second quadratic, it may 
be of interest to know that A. J. Greimas respectively uses (non-Being / not Seeming / 
Seeming / Being) for his quadratic categories of valence choice.

In the formulations that follow, Figs. 10 and 11 will assist in mapping the signifier 
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(Sr) and signified (Sd) of Semiotic Play onto the Addresser (Ar) and Addressee (Ae) 
interaction of Phenomenological Playing. The chiasmatic interaction exchange is 
exceedingly complex as a one message (singularity) expressed simultaneously on three 
code levels (1-singular, 2-particular, 3-universal; known in psychology as closure or the 
“zebra gestalt”); for the detailed explication see Lanigan (2015b). The human ability 
to communicate this function is precisely the tropic logic of chiasm with its cross-over 
reversal of expression and perception. I shall demonstrate all of this with (1) a prototype 
single-bind exchange that produces ambiguity (good choices) and then (2) a double-bind 
exchange that results in paradox (only bad choices). After seeing these two processes of 
Play logic, we will turn to the control as the third process of Playing, better known as 
human creativity.

4.2.1 Single bind: Ambiguity
For the single-bind exchange dialogue, I use a prototype conversation, illustrating actual 
present utterances and absent, but expected normal reply utterance. 

Moral Interaction Rule: Choice of Context for Self (= Normal Neurosis) invokes 
Present Affirmation.

Prototype Single-Bind Dialogue:

A:  I like you.
 [A’s  B:  I like you, too] 
 (B-a: Ambiguity: Liking / Loving) [A-b: Neurosis: I hope it’s loving]

B: I do not love you.
(B-b: Ambiguity: Loving / Not-Loving)                [A-b: Neurosis: Am I liked at all?]
{Digital Choice of Type: Liking vs. Not-Loving} {Analogue Choice of Degree}

Chiasm explication (recalling Fig. 9):
A   B   a  b
I like you.  I do not love you. (Ambiguity) (Neurosis)
Encode  Decode   Encode  Decode
bite   not-Bite   not-Nip  Nip
[Labor]  [Leisure]  [Work]  [Play]
(Doing)  (Becoming)  (Having) (Being)

Chiasm rule construction (Proto-Learning):
1. A: Regulative Rule: Reasonableness / Contingency of Choice of Context for Choosing.
2. B: AddresseR Conflict Management = Play as Present Affirmation = Fortitude / Failure.

Please note in this example, the responding person (AddresseR) is managing, but not 
resolving, the conflict situation. The code management of the message is achieved by the 
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respondents anticipating the “double bind” [a new context] and choosing (play) to use it 
to re-value the meaning of the conversation. Thus, the respondent also demonstrates that 
creativity (playing) is a possible outcome by choice!

4.2.2 Double bind: Paradox
Again, for the double-bind exchange, I use a prototype conversation, illustrating actual 
present utterances and absent, but expected normal reply utterances. 

Ethical Interaction Rule: Choice of Context for Other ( = Abnormal Psychosis) evokes 
Absent Negation.

Prototype Double-Bind Dialogue:

A:  I hate you.
A’s  B:  [I do not hate you]
(B-a: Ambiguity: Hating / Not Loving) [A-b: Neurosis: I hope it’s loving]

B: I  love you.
(B-b: Ambiguity: Loving / Not-Hating) [A-b: Psychosis: Am I loved at all?]

{Digital Choice of TypeS:
Hating vs. Not-Hating, versus, Not-Loving vs. Loving}       {Analogue Choice of Degree}

Chiasm explication (recalling Fig. 9):
I hate you.  I love you. (Paradox) (Psychosis)
A   B  b  a
Encode  Decode  Decode  Encode
not-bite  not-Nip  Nip  Bite
[Leisure]  [Labor]  [Play]  [Work]
(Becoming)  (Doing)  (Being)  (Having)

Chiasm rule construction (Deutero-Learning):
1. A: Constitutive Rule: Reason / Certainty of Context of Choice for Choosing.
2. B: AddresseE Conflict Resolution = Work as Absent Negation = Tolerance / Intolerance.

4.3 Chiasm logic of rhetoric (PLAYING: The Play of Prosopopeia and Asyndeton)
Given the analyses in the two prototype examples above, we are now positioned to 
linkup the standard communication functions (see Fig. 4) within the semiotic systems 
that govern them (Fig. 10). This is to say, Gregory Bateson’s evolutionary discovery 
of deutero-learning is an explanatory logic for the psychopathology of “double-bind” 
psychosis, and yet, also an account of creative choices in (1) the management of 
misunderstanding (neurosis) by use of Asyndeton [nameless voice] and (2) the resolution 
of paradox (avoiding psychosis communication) by use of Prosopopoiea [voiceless 
name], i.e., creating a new choice by naming it. Recall Michel Foucault’s favorite 
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metaphor for this “voiceless name” which grounds the new “nameless voice”: “the birth 
of”. Rather than use a metaphor such as “play playing”, Bateson chooses a new name, the 
neologism Schizomogenesis defined as “the difference that makes a difference”. Using the 
familiar chiasm logic ratios, we may summarize the semiotic phenomenology of Gregory 
Bateson’s Play / Playing as follows:

A   B   b   a
Antecedent  Antecedent  Consequent  Consequent
Affirmation  Negation  Negation  Affirmation
Present  Absent   Absent   Present
Elements  Context   Context   Elements
Voiceless  Name   Nameless  Voice
 Prosopopoeia  [A + B]                 Asyndeton  [b + a]

As suggested in Fig. 12, both Gregory Bateson and Roman Jakobson come at the 
problem of communication by understanding that there is an overlap at three logical 
levels where [Logic Level I] two embodied human beings {A and B} both encode {a} 
and decode {b} message expressions that are [Level II] perceived internally, conceptually 
as intrapersonal communication, and then [Level III] perceived externally, conceptually 
as interpersonal communication. I again note the fact that the technical exposition such 
shifts between the three logical levels are exemplified in actual dialogue examples in 
Lanigan (2015b). Our present analysis has been about the fact that Tetrato-Learning 
[Level IV] is not inherently a negative double-bind, but (Fig. 13) is the foundational 
ground of positive, intentional creativity—the human agency of choice (Bateson, 1961).
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Figure 12. Bateson and Jakobson: Semiotic phenomenology as communicology

Figure 13. Bateson’s Logic Square of Creativity
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